
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

                   

“IT’S A JUNGLE OUT THERE” 

 

SOME OF LORNE’S CLIENTS AND RESULTS:  
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

  lorne@lornesulcas.com | +27 (0)72 8333555 
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 "…I was struck by your powerful message ...Goose-bumps stuff! We 
immediately implemented your lessons around teamwork and change and 
are already noticing a huge difference.  Thank you, Lorne.   You were 
remarkable."   

CAROL HALLING - ORGANISATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS MANAGER, AT&T, U.S.A. 

 “I was blown away by Lorne when I saw him speak. He has humour, real 
stories, his stunning wildlife photography and a superb message... His was 
and still is one of the most talked-about presentations we’ve seen.”   

MATTHEW NEWNHAM – BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT HEAD, ASTRAIA , SOUTH AFRICA 

 “The standing ovation said it all. You have something rich and powerful 
… which you expertly fit right in line with our conference… a provocative 
and exciting approach… absolutely unique and fascinating.”  

ISISARA BEY - SENIOR DIRECTOR, SONY MUSIC CORPORATE AFFAIRS, U.S.A 

 “Your keynote talk was brilliant, Lorne. In my job, I hear a lot of  
motivational  speakers ... This was  different … expertly translated into 
our world … An  intellectual triumph.” 

MARK SUDDABY - GROCERY DIRECTOR, TESCO STORES, U.K 

 “Lorne, ...your presentations added real value...You made each session 
so relevant to our world. Your delivery is professional, entertaining and 
inspiring - every time... absolutely outstanding… The ‘lessons that Big 
Cat guy spoke on’ is one thing they all...still refer to."   

DALE CROSSMAN - ED.D, IPM PROGRAMS, NASA, U.S.A 

Extraordinary motivation can change EVERYTHING. 
MIND-BLOWING TRUE STORIES.  ONE-OF-A-KIND INSPIRATION.  

UNFORGETTABLE MESSAGE.   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BECAUSE MEDIOCRE ISN’T ENOUGH. 
 

 

 Thriving in the face of Competition 

 Resilience in the face of Change 

 Synergy, Collaboration and Exceptional Teamwork 

 Leadership, Vision and Innovation 

 Overcoming Massive Challenges 

 Sustaining Consistent Growth 

 Achieving Exceptional Results 

In a Wild World, merely surviving is not enough.  To THRIVE in a world of 
change and competition requires exceptional resilience, teamwork and 
leadership. 
Since 1996, Lorne Sulcas, The Big Cat Guy, has been ‘WOW’ing audiences 
and teams around the world with his unique Thriving in a Wild World™ 
presentations.  After many years as a sought-after Leadership Trainer and 
Management Consultant, Lorne Sulcas went from the corporate jungle to 
the real jungle. Everyone thought he was crazy. For nearly a decade, 
Lorne was a game ranger, tracking and photographing Africa’s Big Cats on 
a daily basis.  Today, The Big Cat Guy travels the world sharing potent life 
and organizational lessons from these super-predators that have been 
thriving for millennia in the face of change and competition.  

He’s unorthodox; definitely not your average conference speaker. Lorne’s 
clients include organisational giants on five continents, from NASA to Sony 
to Gartner.  He has spoken on the world’s biggest stages.  He appears on 
CNN.  His captivating stories and award-winning photos will pierce your 
audiences’ hearts. His message moves people to act. He’s an extraordinary 
expert; renowned professional; a catalyst; trusted motivational speaker to 
CEO’s and Event Planners.  Around the planet. 
The Big Cat Guy has delivered for them. He can do the same for you.  
Click here to see for yourself why organisations and associations have 
consistently counted on Lorne as their ‘go-to’ keynote speaker since 1996.   
 

Because there’s no excuse for mediocre. 

 

http://lornesulcas.com/testimonials/
https://lornesulcas.com/
https://lornesulcas.com/contact/

